MI Windows and Doors provides a variety of on-trend, exterior painted color options for many of its replacement and new construction products. Now, those colors can be correctly matched with Sherwin Williams paints to finish off the corresponding trim.

**Paint Match**

MI Windows and Doors offers a range of trendy exterior paint options for its replacement and new construction products. These colors can now be accurately matched with Sherwin Williams paints to complete the trim. Below are some color options:

- **Bronze**: BRZ8 Mississippi Bronze
- **Cream**: 200-1027 Key West Gray
- **Cocoa**: 6258 Tricorn Black
- **Silver**: 6672 Morning Sun
- **Black**: 7757 High Reflective White
- **White**: 650955966 Ultra Deep
- **Almond**: A91T00454
- **Clay**: A91W00451
- **Forest Green**: A91T00454
- **Cocoa**: A91W00451

*Note: Color codes correspond to Sherwin Williams paint numbers.*